SCIENCE BASED TARGETS CASE STUDY:

INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
AN INITIATIVE BY:

Targets adopted by companies
to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions are considered “sciencebased” if they are in line with the level
of decarbonization required to keep
global temperature increase below
2 degrees Celsius compared to preindustrial temperatures, as described
in the Fifth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC AR5).

INTRODUCTION
International Post Corporation (IPC) is a cooperative
association of 24 postal operators from major
countries in Europe, Asia Pacific and North America.
IPC is the leading service provider to the global
postal industry. It provides leadership by driving
service quality, interoperability and business-critical
intelligence to support posts in defending existing
business and expanding into new growth areas. IPC’s
solutions and services are used by over 180 posts
worldwide, whose businesses’ activities include mail,
parcels, express, logistics, retail and banking services.
IPC was founded in 1989 and since then has
set standards for upgrading quality and service
performance and developed technological solutions
that help members enhance service for international
letters, packets and parcels. IPC engages in industry
research, creates business-critical intelligence, and
provides a range of platforms and programmes for
member post CEOs and senior managers to exchange
best practices and discuss strategy. Its headquarters
are in Brussels, Belgium.
Posts participating in the IPC’s Environmental
Measurement and Monitoring System (EMMS)
programme own over 100,000 buildings, have more
than 500,000 postal vehicles in their collective fleet,
and employ about 1.8 million postal workers. We spoke
to IPC’s Sustainability Manager, Pieter Reitsma, about
their target and the process of setting it.

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO SET A SCIENCEBASED TARGET?
In 2013, the 24 postal organisations in IPC’s EMMS
group had almost reached their 2020 target of a 20%
reduction in absolute emissions. We were therefore
looking for ways to make more progress and
broaden the coverage to include Scope 3 emissions
generated by sub-contracted and outsourced
transport. The aim was to focus on delivery
efficiency, rather than the reduction of total volumes
of greenhouse gas emissions.
IPC decided to commit to the Science-Based Targets
initiative in order to ensure that we developed a
target that was in line with the reductions required
to meet the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change’s (IPCC) recommended goal of limiting
global warming to 2˚C. Our overall aim is to minimise

THE TARGETS
IPC commits to reduce emissions by 20% per
letter and parcel delivery by 2025, from a 2013
base-year (scopes 1, 2 and 3).
IPC also recommends that its member postal
operators submit their individual targets to
the Science Based Targets initiative for official
quality checks.

the postal sector’s carbon footprint by encouraging
participants to improve their carbon management
and achieve sustainable greenhouse gas emissions
reductions.

HOW DO THESE TARGETS FIT WITH OTHER
LOW CARBON OR ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES YOU HAVE?
In 2008, we set a target for the group to reduce
combined greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1 and
2) from our own operations by 20% by 2020, a target
which we published at the 15th Conference of Parties
to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (COP15) in Copenhagen in 2009.
By 2014, we had already met this 20% absolute
emissions reduction target, six years ahead of
schedule. Group emissions decreased from
8,879,000 tonnes in 2008 to 7,050,000 tonnes in 2014
- a reduction of 20.6%.
Our new delivery efficiency target ensures that we
continue to commit to minimising the postal sector’s
footprint by placing a greater emphasis on efficiency
and broadening the coverage of the programme’s
target to include Scope 3 emissions. It also allows
us to reinforce a principal EMMS programme aim
to encourage best practice sharing of greenhouse
gas and environmental management strategies,
performance and achievements.

“By setting a science-based target,
we are securing both improved
environmental and reputational
benefits and ensuring a sustainable
future for the postal sector.”
Pieter Reitsma
Sustainability Manager, IPC
CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE TARGET-SETTING
PROCESS?
IPC is a CEO-driven organization: the IPC Board
consists of 11 CEOs representing the 24 IPC member
companies, who meet twice a year to exchange best
practices and discuss strategy. In the autumn of 2013,
the IPC Board asked the IPC EMMS programme to
develop an emissions reduction target including
Scope 3 emissions. Following careful and considered
participant consultation including multiple webinar
discussions and surveys during 2014, it was determined
that the most appropriate intensity indicator related to
emissions per item of letter mail and per parcel.
In order to ensure that the new target aligned
with the science, IPC then undertook a study in
collaboration with Ecofys to calculate a sciencebased target using current and projected group
operational data, which was collected and analysed
in the first eight months of 2014. IPC recommended

an intensity reduction target of 20%, which was
endorsed by the IPC Board in November 2014.
After submitting our figures for an official quality
check, the 20% delivery efficiency target was
successfully approved as a sectoral benchmark by
the Science Based Target (SBT) Steering Committee
in January 2016. The process from the decision at
the end of 2014 to develop an intensity target to its
approval by the SBT Steering Committee in January
2016 took approximately 15 months.
The IPC Sustainability department developed the
20% intensity reduction target in collaboration
with all participating members of IPC’s EMMS
programme, as well as Ecofys. The target was
endorsed by the IPC Board.

WHAT SORT OF SUPPORT DID YOU GET
FROM ANY OF THE SBT PARTNERS,
CONSULTANTS OR OTHERS?
IPC has been working closely with Verisk Maplecroft,
an independent global risk analytics and advisory
firm, since 2008 to develop and deliver the
annual Sustainability Reports and broader EMMS
programme. Verisk Maplecroft undertakes thorough
inspections of participant data via multiple rounds
of plausibility checks and reviews of supplementary
evidence in order to ensure consistently high levels
of accuracy, and was involved in the collection and
analysis of participants’ data in the development of
the new delivery efficiency target. Furthermore, we
ensure our data is accurate and credible through
a third-party review from our external accountant,
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC).
For the science-based target setting project we
received support from Ecofys, with whom we worked
in close collaboration to ensure that we developed a
target that aligned with the IPCC’s recommended 2°C
decarbonisation scenario.

WHAT ARE THE MAIN STRATEGIES YOU
PLAN TO USE TO MEET YOUR TARGETS?
We encourage best practice sharing as a core part
of our EMMS programme, and intend to encourage
and facilitate our participants to achieve our new

efficiency target via methods such as webinars,
information exchange, bilateral meetings, and
workshops. We have also already encouraged
participants to submit their own targets to the SBT
initiative for individual assessment, and have offered
to provide any assistance that we can in order to
facilitate them in this process. Together we have
already achieved the 20% absolute reduction target
set in 2008 – six years ahead of schedule - so we are
confident that our EMMS participants will achieve
this ambitious new efficiency target.

WHAT DO YOU SEE AS SOME OF THE
LONGER-TERM BENEFITS TO YOUR
BUSINESS?
The EMMS programme was developed in 2008 in
response to stakeholder and CEO requests for the
postal sector to minimise its carbon footprint. By
setting a science-based target, we are following up
on our commitment to these important stakeholders,
securing both improved environmental and
reputational benefits and ensuring a sustainable
future for the postal sector.
IPC is therefore confident that these stakeholders,
who are representative of postal customers,
suppliers, and investors, will remain highly
supportive of IPC’s efforts to further improve the
sustainability of the postal sector.

HOW WILL SETTING AMBITIOUS SBTS
ENABLE THE COMPANIES TO DRIVE
INNOVATION?
Our EMMS participants have greatly improved
their carbon management and achieved significant
emissions reductions since the beginning of the
EMMS programme in 2008. Posts’ ‘Best Practice
Cases’, which are presented in IPC’s annual
Sustainability Report, demonstrate pro-active
measures our participants have taken to reduce
their greenhouse gas emissions and achieve greater
energy efficiency. There are still considerable
opportunities for posts to make progress, and these
examples of best practice give IPC confidence that
companies will continue to develop new initiatives as
they endeavour to align with our new efficiency target.

WHY NOW?
Taking action now will ensure the smoothestpossible transition to the low-carbon economy
while preserving ecological stability. If action is
delayed, companies will need to make deeper
cuts to their GHG emissions, which will be
extremely disruptive to business. Companies
can demonstrate leadership by joining the
Initiative now and receive expert support and
greater long-term benefits.

www.sciencebasedtargets.org
/ScienceBasedTargets

@sciencetargets
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